To,
All Chief Engineer,
O & M Zone, M.S.E.D.C.L.,

All Superintending Engineer,
O&M Circle, M.S.E.D.C.L.

Sub: Chronological order for releasing Ag pump connections.

Ref: T.O. L. CE (Dist.)/RE-I/Ag.Pump/15134 Dt. 28.05.2013

In continuation with above subject, it was directed vide letter under ref. that work of paid pending Ag Pump connections up to 31.03.2012 shall be carried out through ongoing SPA:PE scheme and after 31.03.2012 & onward, Ag pump works shall be done through INFRA-II.

There are references from the field offices, that they have restricted paid pending Ag pump works up to 31.3.2012 even though financial provision/approvals are available. Tenders are yet to be floated in Aurangabad, Amravati, Jalgaon & Nanded Zones under Infra-II.

In view of this the Competent Authority has given the directives as under –

The work of Ag paid pending connections also beyond 31.3.2012 can be carried out strictly as per chronology and within the financial provision/approval in SPA:PE scheme.

The above instructions should be scrupulously followed.

S.S.Dadhichi
Chief Engineer (Distribution)

Copy s.w.r.s.to:
1. The Director (Operations/Projects), MSEDCL, Mumbai.
2. The Director (Finance), MSEDCL, Mumbai.
3. The Director (V&S), MSEDCL, Mumbai.
3. The Regional Executive Director-I/II/III, MSEDCL, Kalyan/Pune/ Nagpur.

Copy f.w.c.s.to:
2. The OSD to Hon’ble M.D, MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Mumbai.

Copy to:
All EEs, O&M Divisions, MSEDCL.